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92.  

Towards a methodology for identifying non nuclear sites 

with enhanced levels of radioactivity 

Christian Cosemans1), Hans Vanmarcke2) 

1) ONDRAF / NIRAS, Avenue des Arts 14, B-1210 Brussels, BELGIUM 
2) SCK●CEN, Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, BELGIUM 

The law of 12th December 1997 entrusts ONDRAF / NIRAS, among other things, with the 

compilation of a repertory, detailing the location and status of all nuclear sites and all sites 

containing radioactive substances on Belgian territory. This repertory not only includes sites 

having a nuclear licence, but also non-nuclear sites where enhanced levels of radioactivity 

occur due to the presence of natural radiation sources. The identification of the nuclear sites is 

based on an inventory of the nuclear licenses as they have been granted by the competent 

authorities. As the non-nuclear sites do not require such license, their identification necessitates 

a specific methodology. 

This presentation outlines the methodology developed by ONDRAF/NIRAS and 

SCK●CEN for identifying non-nuclear sites with enhanced levels of radioactivity. 

The methodology combines data from an airborne radiometric survey of Belgium and  

a literature search in order to identify and locate the non-nuclear sites. This proves to be an 
extensive task undertaken by a taskforce combining the expertise of Controlatom (Belgium), 

NRG (the Netherlands), ONDRAF / NIRAS and SCK●CEN. 
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For the first time on the basis of Spitak earthquake (Armenia, December 1988) experience 

it is found out that the earthquake causes intensive and prolonged radon splashes which, 

rapidly dispersing in the open space of close-to-earth atmosphere, are contrastingly displayed 

in covered premises (dwelling houses, schools, kindergartens) even if they are at considerable 

distance from the epicenter of the earthquake, and this multiplies the radiation influence on the 

population. The interval of splashes includes the period starting from the first fore-shock and 

ending by the last after-shock, i.e. several months. The area affected by radiation is larger than 

the territory of Armenia. The scales of this impact on population is 12 times higher  than the 

number of people injured in Spitak, Leninakan and other settlements (toll of injured – 25 000 

people, diseases caused by high levels of radiation in non-adapted population – over 300 000). 

The radiations of the influence are in direct correlation with the force of earthquake. 
The basis for conclusion was the set of data on indoor radon monitoring in Yerevan City 

beginning from 1987 (120 km from epicenter) 5450 measurements and multivariate analysis 

with identification of cause-and-effect linkages between geodynamics of indoor radon under 


